Unfold life.

Create living.

ADMONTER SPACES

Rooted by the heart.

Inspired by the soul.

The pure beauty of nature and our valuable raw material wood cannot
be possessed, only preserved. In the Admont forests you experience a
sense of goodness, the purity and clarity of an intact world. We appreciate this gift and handle it with great care – for you to experience in –
each individual plank, in every single design idea. We live and work with
nature, draw our inspiration from it and let you experience it with our
craftsmanship. A promise you can touch: Admonter.
Nature´s favourite designer.
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... Admont

... Made in Austria

... Nature

... Experience

For almost 1000 years there
has been a Benedictine
Abbey in Admont.
Since 1972 Admonter wide
plank floors have been
manufactured in this
small town.

In order to guarantee the high
standard of the quality of our
products and to protect jobs
locally, we exclusively produce
in Austria and will continue to do
this into the future.

Admont is to be found within
the natural surroundings
of the national park in
„Gesäuse“. This is why a
deep connection with nature
lies at the very heart of
Admonter.

In the course of our rich
history, our expertise as well
as our quality standards,
have continuously grown.
Today, the experience
gathered by generations
of specialists affects every
Admonter product.

Admonter
... Transparency
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... Detail

... Original

Wood should be handled
with an attention to detail,
an appreciation of its
unique characteristics
and the knowledge of
how it can reach its full
potential through skilled
craftsmanship.

Admonter’s designer, nature
itself, has many natural
talents. We express it this
way because we fully trust in
nature´s creative talents, from
its harmonious and unique
grain and patterns to its wide
spectrum of colours.

Sustainability made
transparent. In today’s world
many speak of sustainability
but here at Admonter,
we actually guarantee it.
Our timber originates from
forests with sustainable
forestry, where the amount
of timber which is cut equals
that which is re-grown.

... Reputation
The Admonter brand has
an excellent reputation for
quality. The product range
is broad, appealing to both
domestic and commercial
use, with product integrity
being of paramount
importance.
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A SENSE OF
INNOVATION.
A FAMILIAR
TOUCH.
Although it has its very own unmistakable characteristics, wood can be shaped
and changed. Discover the unexpected.
Give your living space new dimensions
with creative designs and the inspiring
colours of Admonter innovations.

NEW AT ADMONTER
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Discover format.
Unfold dimensions.
8

Elegant or rustic, muted or lively – not only the type of wood, but also the laying technique and installation patterns can change the appearance of a room.
The diversity of nature is reflected in the versatility of our floorboards. Whether
you want to add spectacular effect to large spaces, create stylish interior décors
or simply want to find your own personal style, enter the Admonter world of
creative possibilities.

NEW
INDIVIDUAL PATTERNS
ADMONTER SELECTION
RHOMBUS

PUZZLE

The creative individualist. It is rare that
one format can offer so many variations –
particularly with a 3D effect!

Diverse and animated. Let your imagination run wild and puzzle your way to
creating an individual sense of space and
ambiance – the possibilities are limitless!

2BOND TWIN

CHEVRON

Tradition reinterpreted. Practical to handle, diverse in design and a lot of choice.
A simplified execution of the classic
herringbone pattern.

The proven classic. Old love rediscovered
– this traditional technique emphasises
the natural beauty of wood in a very
unique, yet particularly elegant way.
9

NEW
COLOURS
LARCH

Trees of life.
 Dreams of life.
Their seeds have been carried on the wind for millennia.
Robust and resistant they withstand all weather conditions, freeing themselves from their soft needle dress in late autumn for tender blooms in spring. Admonter now completely reinterprets the
lively structures of the larch tree. In a classy, yet subdued Nordic
style the new tones infuse your rooms with incomparable, Scandinavian lightness.
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Larch Alba

Larch Clara

Larch Nata

Larch Vera

Larch Calda

Larch Lenis
11

Preserve tradition.
Create worlds.
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An oak tree does not easily lose its balance. Growing up to 30 meters high toward the
sky, it is natural to want to play with the wind and its colours. Admonter gives form and
function to this. Experience its serenity and tranquillity reinterpreted in fantastic shades of
grey, as the wind would paint them, with shades and structures, as the oak created them.

NEW
COLOURS
OAK

Oak Callis

Oak Janus

Oak Sesto
13
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AWAKEN IDEAS.
DISCOVER WAYS.
„Do not go where the path leads, but
where there is no path – and leave a
trail.“ The realization of dreams cannot
be described more precisely than by
writer Jean Paul. We want to entice you
into living environments that are already
reality. Let us inspire you to reinterpret
your own living spaces with Admonter
wood design. There is nothing better
than living out your dreams.

INSPIRATION
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Larch basic | Holzhotel Forsthofalm, Austria

Larch basic | Holzhotel Forsthofalm, Austria

LARCH BASIC
When it’s at your feet, it gives you
a wonderfully warm, satin-smooth
Larch basic | Holzhotel Forsthofalm, Austria

barefoot feeling. The vibrant knotty
wood transforms whole rooms into
feel-good oases. Those who like to go
for a walk in the larch forest will want
to feel the aura of this beautiful tree in
their own home.
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LARCH ALBA
The inherent nature of the larch is vital and warm in
reddish brown shades. However, their lively structures
are also the perfect base for classy Nordic design
statements with muted grey tones. Patterns created by refined design harmony and a unique look –
with Larch Alba, Admonter combines Scandinavian

Larch Alba basic |
Romantik Hotel Schloss Pichlarn, Austria

coolness with local warmth.
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Larch Alba basic | Romantik Hotel Schloss Pichlarn, Austria

Larch Alba basic | Romantik Hotel Schloss Pichlarn, Austria
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Larch white basic | Kindergarden, Austria | project by a4L architects, reinstadler|woerle gmbh

Larch white xxlong | Private residence, Austria | project by Bernhard Schwingenschuh

LARCH WHITE
A wonderful living environment and atmosphere
opens up. With Larch white, Admonter sets an
animated scene with the multifaceted structures
of this local conifer and enchants with its charm.
Also used on walls and ceilings through the use of

Larch white xxlong | Private residence, Austria
project by Bernhard Schwingenschuh

Larch white basic | Kindergarden, Austria
project by a4L architects, reinstadler|woerle gmbh

ELEMENTs. Larch white can fill any room with life.
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Larch rustic | die berge lifestyle-hotel, Austria

Larch rustic | die berge lifestyle-hotel, Austria

Larch rustic | die berge lifestyle-hotel, Austria

LARCH RUSTIC
Its amber hues flow into the room in
almost wasteful abundance. Larch rustic
lovers do not like twirls and curls, but
prefer intense and powerful, simple and
exclusive. A feeling as if you were in the
folds of the mountains. A feeling that
invigorates the body and soul.
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Oak Salis rustic alpin | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

OAK SALIS
Expansive and powerful the oak tree occupies its
place, regardless of whether it grows on its own
or in a forest. The powerful structures and intense
colours of its wood transfers the nature of this tower

Oak Salis rustic alpin | Private residence, Switzerland

of strength into our living spaces. Breathe it in!
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Oak Salis rustic alpin | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

Oak Salis rustic alpin | Private residence, Switzerland

Oak Salis rustic alpin | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria
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Oak Lapis rustic | Office LIKO-S, Czech Republic

Oak Lapis rustic
Genussdorf Gmachl, Austria
picture by: www.guenterstandl.de

Oak Lapis rustic | Private residence, Austria

Oak Lapis rustic alpin | Genussdorf Gmachl, Austria | picture by: www.guenterstandl.de

FLOORs and ACOUSTICs: Oak Lapis rustic alpin
Genussdorf Gmachl, Austria | picture by: www.guenterstandl.de

OAK LAPIS
The fascination of variation: with its
incomparable versatility and flexibility,
Oak Lapis sets no limits to craftsmanship. Whether brushed with the grain
or across it, basic, naturelle or rustic
graded floorboards or even as an innovative acoustic ceiling – with Oak
Lapis, Admonter leaves nothing to be

Oak Lapis rustic alpin
Private residence, Switzerland

desired.
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OAK STONE
Carefully engineered, a magical play of colours is
completed. Gentle greys blend into the natural nuances of the wood to give Oak stone its descriptor.
Its timeless beauty flatters your living spaces and

Oak stone basic xxlong
Private residence, Germany
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Oak stone basic xxlong
Private residence, Germany

Oak stone basic | VZug ZUGORAMA Melbourne
Showroom, Carole Whiting for Whiting Architecture
and Interiors, Australien

gives design dreams wings to soar.
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Oak stone elegance | Private residence, Germany
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Oak grey | Appartement Prague, Czech Republic

Oak grey | Appartement Prague, Czech Republic

OAK GREY
Noble understatement: Oak grey un-

Oak grey | Appartement Prague, Czech Republic

folds charm elegantly and gracefully.
Its surface bounces off the light almost
like a silky cloth. A visual and tangible
dream for those who love modern ambience but not without homely warmth.
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Would you like it sensually archaic? With Reclaimed
wood, Admonter brings the pure unadulterated
force of nature into your home and uses its character to its full extent. Sensuous touch redefined –

Reclaimed wood Alder grey | Hotel Rita, Austria

fall in love with Reclaimed wood Alder grey again!
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ELEMENTs: Reclaimed wood Alder grey, FLOORs: Oak superbianco noblesse | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

RECLAIMED WOOD ALDER GREY
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ELEMENTs: Reclaimed wood Alder grey, FLOORs: Oak superbianco
noblesse Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

CUBE Reclaimed wood Alder grey | Genussdorf Gmachl, Austria
picture by: www.guenterstandl.de

Reclaimed wood Alder grey | Hotel Rita, Austria
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Reclaimed wood hacked H3 | Showroom Weiler Möbel, Austria

DOORs: Reclaimed wood hacked H3 | Private residence, Germany

Reclaimed wood hacked H3 | Private residence, Germany

RECLAIMED WOOD HACKED H3
Admonter Reclaimed wood tells stories of
life, and brings a touch of infinity into your
home. Texture that has deeply ingrained
through the passage of time, surfaces that
let you become an explorer. Admonter
Reclaimed wood hacked. A basic natural
phenomenon that will capture your senses
by storm.
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dimension. Gently rising or regally towering, with
animated twists and turns – stairs place their stamp
on the image of a house. Decide for yourself whether you want to have a different design for the space
between the rooms or direct the flow to create

Oak noblesse | Private residence, Austria

Admonter gives the space between rooms its own

Oak Salis elegance | Private residence, Austria

design harmony.
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Oak stone basic xxlong | Private residence, Germany

Oak Salis rustic alpin | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

Oak Lapis | Private residence, Germany

Oak Salis rustic alpin | Arlberg 1800 Resort, Austria

Carried by imagination.
Rising about limits.
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Design in perfect form. If you want to match the walls or even the ceiling to the look
of the floor, Admonter offers a creative selection of design solutions. From the vast
selection of FLOORs to ELEMENTs and the colourful palette of GALLERIA products.

CREATIVE WALL DESIGN
GALLERIA – IMPRESSIONS FOR ALL SENSES
GALLERIA Impression offers two striking types of murals. Printed with natural materials, the wall designs
are not only visually pleasing, but also please the nose! Three different variants, printed with mountain hay
and daisy, lavender or cornflowers bring delicate flavours of nature into your rooms.

The second GALLERIA Impression line sets creative
visual accents with aesthetic designs, manufactured
with the most modern, precise digital printing onto
GALLERIA spruce. Let us inspire you!
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TECHNOLOGY
ACCENTUATES.
NATURE INSPIRES.
We don’t have to add much to nature.
Just engineer and finish it with love for
the wood. So that each floorboard, each
interior furnishing element can fully express its uniqueness. The inherent perfection in the material itself is matched
in the technology used by Admonter.
For vibrant textures, different formats
and an incomparable living experience.

TECHNOLOGY & PRODUCT
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Harness nature.
Unleash beauty.
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LIVING
SURFACE
TEXTURES.

1

SANDED

For many years this has been the standard finish of
wide plank wood floors. A totally smooth surface is
achieved by the uniform sanding of the wood.

2

1

The traditional characteristics of the wood
are enhanced even more by careful surface
finishing. The result is structures that beautifully fuse with the natural lines. To never feel
the same. To never look exactly the same.
To always keep the uniqueness alive.

BRUSHED

The soft parts of the wood are brushed out of the
floorboard. This creates a beautiful texture with a
surface that is more durable.

3

SCRAPED

Lengthwise scraping highlights the rich, organic
texture within the wood grain. In this way the natural
beauty of the wood comes into its own.

4
2

3

CROSS

Intensive brushing along and across the board
creates a unique pattern, giving this floor an exceptionally lively character.
5

ALPIN

Combining strong cross brushing and a scraping of the wood creates a truly unique sensory
experience.
6
4

ANTICO*

Unique ageing techniques like distressing, 3 dimensional brushing and strong bevelled edges give the
planks the beautiful characteristics of traditional
hand finished floors with a visible texture and a very
durable surface.

5

7

HACKED**

This special surface treatment of the wood looks like
it has been hacked by hand. Panels with this texture
suit both traditional and modern interiors.

6

7

* only FLOORs
** only ELEMENTs
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TYPE OF WOOD

OAK

Oak extra white

Oak superbianco

Oak white

Oak limed

Oak stone

Oak Salis

Oak Seta

Oak

Available:

Oak Lapis

Oak Montes

Oak Magnes

Oak Aurum

Oak Mountain

Oak Ignis

Oak medium

Oak Mountain white

Oak medium white

Oak Ferrum

Oak grey

Oak Carbo

NEW
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Oak Cinis

Oak dark

Oak dark extrem

NEW

Oak Sesto

NEW

Oak Callis

Oak Janus

TYPE OF WOOD

HARDWOOD
Maple

Canadian Maple

Ash

Ash olive white

Ash olive

American Cherry

Ash medium

American Walnut

Ash Marrone

Ash dark

Robinie dark

Reclaimed wood

Recl. wood sunbaked

Recl. wood Alder grey

Reclaimed wood Larch

Reclaimed wood extreme

Reclaimed wood Oak

Reclaimed wood hacked

Recl. wood hacked H3

Available:

TYPE OF WOOD

RECLAIMED
WOOD
Available:
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TYPE OF WOOD

SOFTWOOD
Larch white

Larch aged white

Larch

Larch lye-washed white

Larch lye-washed

Larch aged

Larch Marrone

Spruce white

Stone Pine white

Spruce

NEW

Pine

NEW

Stone Pine

NEW

Larch Alba

NEW

NEW

Larch Clara

NEW

Available:
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Larch Nata

Larch Vera

Larch Calda

Larch Lenis

TYPE OF WOOD

SPECIALS
Larch rough sawn

Oak rough sawn

Oak robust

Oak brown robust

Larch aged robust

Larch aged white robust

Larch aged black robust

Larch Grigio

Oak medium limed

Oak dark limed

Oak alpino

Oak Chameleon white

Oak Chameleon black

Oak Chameleon candy

Available:

Oak 2bond rift
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FORMATS

MEETING THE HIGHEST DEMANDS.
Admonter FLOORs walk the talk for format quality. In addition to the high-precision, multi-layered and
thus distortion-free structure, Admonter not only impresses with well-known floorboard formats but new
to the product range is Admonter Selection – the small format renaissance for demanding discerning
decorative floor design.

1

2

3
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1m

2m

4

3m

4m

5m

5

With the 270 x 470 mm small-sized
diamonds the imagination knows no bounds
when it comes to installing patterns to
create a three-dimensional illusion.
2

PUZZLE

Lengths from 590 to 1200 mm. Suitable
for creating a herringbone pattern as well
as the traditional floorboard look in smaller
spaces.
6

2BOND TWIN

4

The essential Admonter floorboard classic
in lengths of 1.850 to 2.400 mm.

7

The small-sized rectangular floorboards in
120 x 590 mm format are ideal for various
executions of the traditional herringbone
design.

CHEVRON
Various formats and angles (45 ° – 120 x 500
or 1.035 mm and 138 x 582 or 891 mm;
60 ° – 120 x 525 or 1,085 mm and 138 x 602
or 921 mm) make the traditional herringbone
pattern a design highlight full of classic elegance.

CLASSIC
2m

Various installation patterns in two formats
(240 x 480 or 720 mm), which are as perfect
individually as they are together.
3

SMALL

2,8 m

RHOMBUS

LONG
The new dimension in the Admonter
product range with 280 x 2.800 mm.

8

XXLONG
For large rooms and greater impact.
Floorboard lengths up to 5.000 mm
unlock fantastic design options.

1m

1

5

6

7

8

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m
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Perfectly matched.
Designed for a sense of wellbeing.
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INTERIOR DESIGN.
WITH ADMONTER.
Regardless of how you want to live, what
ambience you are planning, cosy or with
strong design features, natural wood
always adds atmosphere to the floor.
And the reverse also applies.

Enter special living spaces through
Admonter natural wood doors.
The doors come in the FLOORs and
ELEMENTs design.

Admonter offers solutions for staircases
to match any floor product. Whichever
option you choose from the floors range,
stairs will take you to the next level.

Admonter acoustic elements open up new
possibilities for acoustic and visual interior
design. These elements are ideal for new
construction, as well as renovating.

Architects and furniture makers clearly
find our natural wood panels inspiring.
By bringing rooms to life, our natural
wood panels have earned a name for
themselves.
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Admonter Holzindustrie AG
Sägestraße 539, 8911 Admont, Austria
Tel.: + 43 (0) 3613 / 3350-0
Fax: + 43 (0) 3613 / 3350-117
E-Mail: info@admonter.at

www.admonter.at

